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DURGA SUKTAM

Durga is the action power within us.  Durga Devi is the power
within us capable of overcoming all the difficulties. By reciting
Durga Sukta overcoming the shortcomings will come to the
surface and we can face any difficult situation.

After reading this lesson, you will be able to:

• recite Durga Suktam properly,

• know the meaning of Durga Suktam.

5
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May we offer oblations of Soma to Knower-of-all-beings. May
that all-knowing One destroy that which is harmful to us. May
He the Divine Light that guides all, protect us by taking us
across all problems as a navigator guides a ship across the sea.

The goddess Durga is glowing and bright with ardency, is the
Powerof the Supreme Lord who has manifold manifestations
is the Power residing in actions and their fruits rendering them
efficacious. O saviour goddess, we take refuge in her, salutations
to you who takes us accross.

5.1   DURGA SUKTAM
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O Durga (as radiant as fire) worthy of praise. With skilled means
lead us beyond sorrow. May our homes and land become vast.
Moreover may you be gracious on us and grant peace to both
our children and grandchildren.

You are the saviour, help us to cross the ocean of sorrow (and
sin) like one crosses the ocean by boat and grant us protection,
O Radiant one, protect our bodies and be mindful of us like
the sage Atri (who possessed generous and compassion for all
living beings).
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We invoke the mystic Fire who is the leader of all from the
highest assembly place. He is the stallion and the fierce
vanquisher of the hosts of enemies. May he take us across our
problems and sins and this momentary world and grant us
liberation.

You are invoked in sacrifices, increase our happiness. You abide
in all sacrifices ancient and recent, and in the places of sacrifice.
O Agni, please grant us your sparks, emancipation, may we
have unbounded good fortune.

O’ Vishnu you are devoid of sin and sorrow, and you pervade
all things. Desirous of good luck comprising happiness here
and final beatitude, may we serve you in devotion continuously.
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May the almighty who dwell in the highest heaven answer me
my prayer.

We shall try to know Katyayani, we shall engage in
contemplation on  Kanyakumari may Durga be pleased to guide
us.

Aum! Peace! Peace! Peace!

INTEXT QUESTIONS  5.1
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• Meaning of Durga Suktam,

• Power of Goddess Agni

• Memorize durga suktam.

• Write the meaning of Durga Sukatm in your own words.

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNT

TERMINAL QUESTIONS

ANSWERS TO INTEXT QUESTINS


